Retro-reflective sensor

PNP type - Dark-on output

Part number  C18P-AP-2A

For use in NFPA 79 Applications only

Housing  M18  Switching distance $S_o$  $2000 \text{ mm}$

1  $\text{bn}$

4  $\text{A1}$

3  $\text{0V}$

$U_L \geq 10...36 \text{ VDC}$  $A_1$: Dark-on  For use in class 2 circuits

$I_A \leq 200 \text{ mA}$

Operators of the products we supply are responsible for compliance with measures for the protection of persons. The use of our equipment in applications where the safety of persons might be at risk is only authorized if the operator observes and implements separate, appropriate and necessary measures for the protection of persons and machines.